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Abst rac t - -We address interpolation with radial basis functions on half-planes or -spaces, where 
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this interpolation process is shown, and the results are applicable to a general, enlarged class including 
thin-plate splbles and multiquadrics. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
AND NOTATIONS 
In order to provide some background to the work in this article at the beginning, we note that 
interpolation and approximation i many variables is often required in applications and in math- 
ematical methods when complicated, multivariate functions must be replaced by simpler repre- 
sentations, in order that they can be evaluated faster and easier. Among various mathematical 
tools for this, the approximation by radial basis function interpolation to be studied here turned 
out to be a very practical one. The work in this paper is therefore directed at helping to use the 
methods in practice while being, mathematically, in the realm of analysis. 
In fact, on the analytical side of research, much interest has been heeded to the study of 
interpolation on infinite, square grids because this approach is particularly amenable to theoretical 
analysis of the approximation power of radial basis functions (cf., e.g., [1 3]). Therefore, this is 
a case where the theoretical analysis and its results are not isolated but can be put to good use 
in practical considerations. 
In this situation, a study of interpolation on half-spaces, i.e., integer grids where for example 
the first component of the integer-vectors is restricted to the nonnegative integers, is interesting 
and suitable (see also [4,5], whose work differs in many ways from ours, because it is restricted 
to the polyharmonic case, excluding multiquadrics for instance, and because one of its important 
aspects is to form certain differences of radial functions before the factorisations of the symbol 
(see below for further explanations of that) are applied; see further [6]). This is, therefore, what 
we shall pursue in this article. We remark that, although we are including multiquadrics for 
instance, which are traditionally not considered to be part of the polyharmonic ase (it is from 
time to time called a shifted polyharmonic), there are parity restrictions on the dimension. 
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Our look especially at the multiquadrics radial basis function is based on the practical obser- 
vation that this is an extraordinary versatile and useful radial basis function when applied for 
interpolation in more than one dimension. 
To record only a few practical uses, applications of radial basis functions range from optimi- 
sation via numerical solutions of partial differential equations to mathematical modelling and 
computer aided geometric design. In the applications for the solution of PDEs, boundary effects 
and boundary approximations and their analyses are evidently very important. In fact, Lagrange 
functions as those which are going to be studied below are sometimes used directly in computa- 
tional (iterative) algorithms for solving the interpolation problem efficiently (for instance [7]). 
To mention a special case, partial differential equations with small diffusion on half-planes are 
particularly interesting to the theoretical analysis. 
Interpolants are especially useful for so-called collocation methods for the numerical solution 
of partial differential equations. For example, Franke and Schaback [8] use radial basis function 
interpolants for such equations and provide a convergence theory. Also for the use of the methods 
of that article, the understanding of boundary effects is important and is therefore linked to the 
ideas and results of the present paper. 
Finally, from the approximation theorist's point of view, the following treatment opens the door 
to a more general ook at the use of radial basis functions on half-spaces. It can, for instance, 
be the basis for further research into approximations by radial basis functions on quarter-planes 
and other structures. 
We state several notations for radial basis interpolation and a few examples for radial basis 
functions now: we let ~ : R+ --+ R be a radial function, R+ denoting the reals _> 0; the best known 
examples of radial basis functions are the thin-plate spline 99(r) = r 2 log r and the multiquadric 
function ~(r) = v /~+ c 2. They are used often in the aforementioned practical applications [2]. 
We study interpolation by translates of such functions ~o(I I - -kl l), where Ilxll 2 = Xl 2 +x~ +- . .  +x~ 
with x = (xl,x2,...,x~)- E R ~, and /~ c Z+ x Z ~-1, i.e., a vector in n dimensions whose 
components are all integers except that the first one is restricted to the nonnegative integers E+. 
Besides the sets R, R+, Z, and Z+, meaning reals and integers unrestricted and nonnegative, 
respectively, we shall also be using often T := [-re, re]. We also use the analogous notation R_, Z_. 
The set N contains the positive integers. Also the superscript * to a set means "excluding zero" 
(the number zero or a vector 0 with zero components--note the boldface to distinguish it from the 
number zero as the case may be). Further gl(X), g°°(X), and LI(X), L2(X), Loo(X) are the 
sets of absolutely summable/uniformly bounded coefficient sequences with index set X, and of 
absolutely integrable, square-integrabie, essentially bounded functions on X, respectively. Recall 
finally that the inverse Fourier transform of a function g, say, is defined as 
O(x) .-- (2rr), ~ .,~ eiX'yg(y) dy, 
which means that we normalise such that the Fourier transform is 
f(x) := £. e-~X'~ f(y) dy. 
If f, f E LI(R'~), then the inverse Fourier transform of f agrees almost everywhere with f. 
Thus, the cardinal Lagrange interpolants , required to satisfy s(j) = f ( j ) ,  j E g+ × Z " 1, 
take on the form 
s(x) = ~ '  f(j)xj(x), x E ]I~+ X ]]~n--1. 
jCZ+ xZ,~-I 
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In the above, the Xj are Lagrange functions, that  is linear combinations using sums of 
c(J)~(ll2g -- l~ll), X ~ ~{+ X N n- l ,  j ,  k E Z+ x Z '~-1, 
in a weak sense with real-valued coefficients e(k a) which satisfy the Lagrange conditions Xj (k) = 5jk 
(see also below). 
If k = j + (0,c) q- C 7/,+ x Z n - l ,  i.e., c E ~7~n-1 and j , k  E Z+ x Z ~-~, then Xk = X j ( " -  (0, e)q-), 
so the analysis we need to do reduces to studying all X(e,0) where ~ E Z+ and 0 is the vector of 
zero components from Z '~-l. 
In the main part of the article, we address the existence of cardinal Lagrange functions ;gj. 
We further study their coefficients' properties. Incidentally, when the radial  function is square- 
integrable and if n = 1, then the existence of Lagrange functions with square-integrable coefficients 
- -a lbe i t  without a study of their asymptotic behaviour--fol lows from the seminal work of Cal- 
derdn, Spitzer and Widom [9] as generalised in [6,10]. 
We remark that, in principle, theoretical treatments as will follow below could be applied to 
nonradial, noncompactly supported functions ~ : R ~ --+ R as well, but the ana lys i s~h ich  is 
already intr icate- -would become more difficult and not very well linked to the practical case 
anymore. 
On the other hand, the theorems which follow are a step towards the analysis of the aforemen- 
tioned boundary effects that are important for applications because they show the existence of 
suitable approximations to start with. 
2. THE THEOREM 
We let ~ : N+ --+ R be a radial basis function (RBF) as explained above. We require a class of 
such radial basis functions that leads to well-defined cardinal functions on one hand, and admits 
all the currently used ones (as at least as many as possible) on the other hand. We hold that the 
class of radial basis functions which follows is suitable. 
REQUIREMENT A. The RBF  ~ is assumed to be such that its n-variate form ¢5 := ~( l l '  [I) E 
C(R '~ -~ IR), n _> 1, has a distributional Fourier transform (~ = @(ll" II) in cM(R n* --+ [¢) for 
some M as restricted below. The thereby defined "radial part" ~ E C(R>0 ~ R) satisfies the 
following: 
(11) ~ _> 0 and ~(11" II) has no qF'~-periodic zeros, 
(12) %5. (-)'~+e E L°°((1,oc)) fo rsomeg > O, 
(13) for an m E N at most n, @(r) = p(r 2) wherep has a locally uniformly convergent expansion 
p(,') = + log,. + Z + vS  log , 
jEN 
rC  (0,1). 
We let # := 2m and assume that M > n +#+ 2~, where ~ is the smallest index of a 
nonvanishing coefficient uj, occurring or of a nonzero vj, j positive or nonnegative, respectively, 
occurring, whichever index is smaller. In the event that for p(r) = r -'~ we may take any ~ E N. 
For distr ibutional Fourier transforms (also called generalised Fourier transforms by Jones [11]) 
see, for instance, [12]. 
An example for this is the thin-plate spline radial basis function ~(r)  = r 2 logr  in two dimen- 
sions for # = 4 and uj -- vj - 0 otherwise, g -- 2. Moreover, M and ~ are in this case arbitrary 
positive numbers. This is the most common example of the so-called polyharmonic radial basis 
functions. It is a case included in [4] and now united with the author's work in other articles on 
multiquadrics for instance. 
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However, we are not restricted to the polyharlnonic ase. A second example is provided by 
the highly popular multiquadrics; if they are multiplied suitably by a constant, tt = n + 1, g > 0 
arbitrary, and u = 0 are the choices for the parameters. But we concentrate on the thin-plate 
spline. The thin-plate splines are especially useful due to their variation-diminishing property; 
namely, the interpolants minimise certain energy seminorms at the same time as interpolating 
data uniquely (first most important work by Duehon in the 1970s, but see also for a detailed 
description with many references [2], for instance). 
We may also admit the case It = v0 - 0 without differentiability conditions on ~ because then 
a far simpler analysis similar to the work in [9,10] applies. In fact, Cases A I -A3  imply that the 
translates 
~(11'-kll),  k • Z ~, 
are always square-suinmable. We can verify this as follows: indeed the sequence of ~( IIJ II), J e z ~, 
is then both square--as well as absolutely summable by virtue of our requirements (A2), (A3). 
This implies by the isometry properties of the Fourier transform and by the Poisson summation 
fornmla that the sequence of p(ll" -k]l) is square-summable as well. As a consequence, it suffices 
that the coefficients c(y), k E Z+ × Z n- l ,  be square-summable for 
~_~ c~J>~(llx- kll), x ~ ]I~+ X ]~n--1, j e Z+ X Z ~-1, (2.1) 
k~Zq- XZ r~-I 
to be absolutely summable for almost every x by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We shall 
continue to make comments at the corresponding places of the analysis for this case. 
Consider in the generality of Properties A the following infinite linear combinations of multi- 
integer translates of radial basis functions, each one formulated as an inverse Fourier transform, 
similar to [1] where Lagrange functions on Z ~ were the main theme, but different from [6]: 
1 lira [ e i~y ~ c~J)e-ik'Y~(llYll)llYll~dy, Xj(x)-  (2~p ~0 j~  
0<e<g kEZ+ xZ "-~ 
X • R+ × R n - l ,  j • Z+ x Z n-1. 
(2.2) 
Here g is as in (A2). Recall that under suitable integrability conditions (cf. the introduction) 
which will not hold in general, 
(27rp n e~Yc(kJ) @(llY[[)e-~k'Y dY = c(kJ) ~(llx - kll). (2.3) 
This illustrates the reason why (2.2) is defined as it is. 
In the aforementioned case # = v0 = 0, ~(11 II) ~ L 1 n L2(R n) and therefore (2.3) holds. In 
fact, then, (2.2) is in the shift-invariant space that contains (2.1) by theory of de Boor, DeVore 
and Ron ([13], for instance). 
That the limit in (2.2) as a Cauchy principal value exists for the coefficients C(k j) to be found 
in Theorem 1 is a by-product of the proof of Corollary 2. The way of formulating the Lagrange 
functions as well as the class of radial basis functions we use makes these results here quite 
different from those in [6]. 
In order that the above be Lagrange functions we require the Lagrange conditions on the 
half-space, using the Kronecker 6, 
Xd( k )=Syk={ 1, i f j=k ,  
O, if j :fi h, j ,k  E Z+ × Z '~-l. (2.4) 
Our main result is as follows. 
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THEOREM 1. Let Requirement A be in place; then there exist Lagrange functions of form (2.2) 
which satisfy (2.4) and are in L°~(IR+ x IR~-~). Their eoeNcients c(k j) are in gl(Z+ x Z~-I) .  Even 
further, the weighted coefficient sequence 
e (j) • (]g2z/+P+nlllg'lln), ]c = ( /g l , lg ' )T  C 7Z+ x ~n-1  (2.5) 
is in ~°(Z+ x Z~-~). Here ~ : -  0 ff vo ¢ O, ~ is an arbitrary positive number if p(r) = r -m, and 
2 2 otherwise t, := min{j ] u /+ v j¢  0}. 
We remark that in the two-dimensional thin-plate spline case, Theorem 1 states that we have 
second-order decay in the last and arbitrarily fast algebraic decay in the first component of the 
index of the coefficient. 
PROOF. We begin the proof of the theorem with an outline of the arguments here, but it will 
require several emmas in the next section and it wili be finished in the section thereafter by a 
couple of corollaries. 
In the first part of the proof we shall state a way to derive the coefficients e(k o) with the asserted 
properties. Then we shall address their summability properties in detail. Several parts of the 
argument are similar to the less general case considered in [6], but we repeat the arguments in 
order to make the paper more self-contained. 
We begin with some simplifying notation. For a function 9 : R~ --+ R, say, let ~ : T ~ -+ R 
denote its T*~-periodisation 
whenever the sum is defined (this may also be written analogously for other dimensions, n - 1, 
etc.). The symbol is here by Requirement A described in a pointwise almost ever)avhere absolutely 
convergent series, and we shall be using especially its reciprocal which is, as a continuous T~- 
periodic function (by the conditions of Requirement A) again expandable 
~(~)_t_ ~1,  . cv" .  (2.6) 
~(llxll) 
This series is the expansion we use here. Incidentally, if the symbol was an absolutely convergent 
Fourier series without zeros, its reciprocal (2.6) would be expandable as an absolutely convergent 
Fourier series too, by Wiener's lemma [14], but this condition is not necessarily fulfilled here. We 
require a section with lemmas now. 
3. THE LEMMAS 
We shall use now Lemma 2 and Corollaries 1 and 2 below to derive the proof for Theorem 1. 
Lemma 2 addresses a certain decomposition of the symbol; it allows us to use Corollary 1 to give 
the decay of the lc(k j)] and Corollary 2 to deduce all other required properties. 
The symbol's decomposition is sinfilar to the univariate work in the paper by Calderdn, Spitzer 
and Widom [9] and for instance in [6,10]. This is sometimes called a Wiener-Hopf decomposition. 
LEMMA 2. It is possible to decompose 
[O'(X)] -1  : c r+ l (x )  X O--- I (x),  X E 'IF n, (3.1) 
in a product of Fourier series. Here, the ~:7:1 (x) are Fourier series which have summable Fourier 
coef~cients s f  , indexed in Z i  × zn-1;  so 
.; l(x)= sfexp(-ix.3), n, 
jEZ4- xZ *~-1 
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that is, 
s~: = O, Vj ~ Z± x Z n-1. (3.2) 
The Fourier coefficients ~ of the two factors are decaying at least as fast as do the Fourier 
coe~cients of the infinite, T n periodic product 
ed(y) := H (1 -exp( iy i  - IlY'+2~ktl)) "/~, (ya,y') T E R", (3.3) 
kEZ~-I 
with respect o all but the first components of their index, and with order 
(9 ((1 + j l ) - " -n -2u)  , j l  --4 -boo, 
with respect o the first component of their index. 
PROOF.  Let 
fo-(2C)------ log([o'(X)] -1 )  , XE~ n*, 
as in [91. The idea now hinges on distinguishing between two summands of the iogarithm rather 
than two factors of the symbol. This f~ is well defined and f~ is absolutely integrable and 
square-integrable due to Requirement A. It expands into a square-summable Fourier series whose 
Fourier coefficients are aj; consider the trivial decomposition i to two infinite sums 
f~(x) = Z aj exp( - ix ,  j )  + E aj exp( - ix -  j), x E 'Ii "'~*, 
jCZ+ xZ n-1 jEZ L xZ ~-1 
whose first square-summable infinite summand we call f~+ and the second one (the right-hand 
term in the display above) fo_.  To start with, we argue formally and take a~l = exp( - f~+)  
to obtain the required decomposition (3.1). From that, also formally, it is easy to see that (3.2) 
holds. But this is not sufficient o complete the argument. Thus, the main work is to study the 
decay of the Fourier coefficients of those expressions and thereby arrive at summable xpansions; 
in fact we prove decay properties first which suffice to deduct summability. For this, we look at 
the parts of different smoothness of f~± first. We may then consider those of a~_ 1. 
REMARK. In the aforementioned case # = v0 = 0, the coefficients aj are at a minimum square- 
summable, because the symbol is positive and f~ E Ll('ipn). Indeed, the latter is essentially 
bounded above and below. Therefore the same applies to the exponential of - f~±,  and their 
Fourier coefficients, call them {s~:}j, are in g2. 
We extract as is usual the singular parts of those series of aj and analyse the decay behaviour 
of their Fourier coefficients. The techniques are useful, because the decay comes from the "least 
smooth" parts, and they are related to those in [6]. Let ~ > 0, L) : Rn ---* R be an infinitely 
smooth function which is zero outside the ball B~(0) := {x E R '~ I Ilxll _< ~} and one inside the 
smaller B(U2)~(0 ) : -  {x E ]R ~ I Ilxll < ~/2}. For example, 
will do for 
Hence for x E Be/2(0) 
~*(~- Ilxll) 
o(x) := x • R'h 
o*(~ - II<1) + ~*(llxll - ~/2) '  
O, otherwise. 
log~(x) /~(x) = log~(x) - log~(Hxl l  ). (3.4) 
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Here R(x) :  log~(llxll)~(x). This (3.4)is 
jEZ ~* 
@(llx-+-2~J[I)) 1 ~(llxll) ~(x), (3.5) 
where the right-hand side is defined for all x C 3I "~. 
We want to see how fast the Fourier coefficients of this difference decays. According to a 
standard argument (see, e.g., [1, Lemma 5; 2, Chapter 4; 6, p. xxx; 15, Lemma 2.7]) which applies 
to the asymptotic of Fourier transforms as well as Fourier coefficients, the Fourier coefficients of 
the expression on the left-hand side of (3.4) above decay as fast as Iljl1-2 . . . . .  , .  For this, insert p's 
expansion in (3.5) and deduct, employing the expansion of the logarithm log(1 - z), Izt < 1, for 
small c 
log [1÷ E 
jEZ,~* 
1 
Here p,~ = (.)'~p. The pm I in parentheses above may now be itself be expanded in a convergent 
geometric series for small e. The expansion contains even powers of Ilxll and powers of the form 
I[xll 2~+2"+2j log I1~11. Next we appeal to the distributional Fourier transform Ilxl1-2.-2~-n, z ¢ 0, 
of a multiple of II~ll~.+~log Ilxll from [11, p. 530], and to ~(ll" +27rjll) c cM(Tn), j 7 ~ O, with 
M _> # + 2~ + n. The even powers of Ilzll in the expansion from the display above contribute no 
slower than exponential decay to the transform. 
EXAMPLE. In the two-dimensional thin-plate spline case, the quotient in curly brackets in the 
last display is identically one and ~(11- +2~rj[I) infinitely smooth on 2 "n so long as j ¢ 0. Thus 
we can derive arbitrary fast algebraic decay of the Fourier coefficients. 
are consider a T~-periodisation E(x) of the right-most erm log~( H • II) in (3.4). So we are 
modifying the required Fourier coefficients aj by neglecting additional terms (to the Fourier series 
with coefficients a¢). Their coefficients decay as fast as stated before the example. When we then 
take exponentials of the associated Fourier series in order to form a± 1, we are neglecting a T ~- 
periodic multiplier to o-~_ 1, whose Fourier coefficients decay as fast as the stated asymptotic decay 
[lJl1-2 . . . .  , ,  and indeed as fast as the decay of the Fourier coefficients of (3.3). 
In fact, the Fourier coefficients of the product of two at least square-summable Fourier series 
are the discrete convolution * of the coefficients of those two series. We appeal to a generalisation 
of Young's inequality [16, Lemma 4.141. 
LEMMA 3. (See [16].) Let eo > 0 and f := (fj)j, g := (gj)j both be sequences in IR z~. Then the 
discrete convolution of the two (f * g)j provides 
(f • g) j  = (9 ((1 + [Ejll)-**-~°), 
so long as E/sI = o(llJll . . . . . .  ) ~nd IgJl = O(11911 . . . .  °). 
In summary, Is~l satisfies the asserted decay estimate if the Fourier coefficients of E(x) do, 
where we set e0 = 2u + # in the lemma. 
Take out the least smooth term from ¢ and consider it next in our analysis. Changing from E(x) 
to the 2"~-periodic expression 
,u,ff(x) (3.6) 
with S(x) = log Ilxllo(x), which is in C°c(T'~*), incurs only a change in the Fourier coefficients  T 
which may alter their decay by at most the decay of the Fourier coefficients of the Tn-periodisation 
of log(p,~(ll- ll2))o. Those, however, decay as fast as 11511-2 . . . . .  , for small enough e as shown 
analogously to the above arguments. 
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EXAMPLE. In the two-dimensional thin-plate spline case, pm ~- 1, and therefore logp,~ = 0. 
In summary, we only need to consider (3.6) to establish the required decay. To this end, we 
must appeal to the following. 
LEMMA 4. The quadratically convergent series 
Z "'" 
j EZ  ~* 
differs from (3.6) only by an infinitely smooth function on •n*. 
When we shall apply Lemma 4, we consider the Fourier coefficients of (3.7). This carries the 
advantage that they are stated there explicitly, i.e., IlJll -n  instead of those of (3.6). They retain 
the algebraic decay properties of the Fourier coefficients. 
PROOF. We present a proof based on an idea of Wainger. To embark, we note that (3.6) is 
log II~ll for sufficiently small Ilxll. Hence, we only consider that. Wainger [17] shows us that the 
required identity between #log Ilxll and (3.7), modulo a certain remainder, is true in his result 
on p. 39 (Theorem 7 iii a) for b -- 1 in his notation, except that we have taken the multiplying 
constants that apply to our case from [11, p. 530]. His further remark on p. 40 shows that the 
difference between (3.7) and #log Ilzll is in fact an infinitely smooth function on T ~, except that 
the parameter k - 7 = n, which requires log Ilxll in lieu of a power of IIz[I on the right-hand side 
of the display on p. 40, is not admitted in that remark and has to be dealt with separately. This 
is what we have to do here in order to apply the required generalisation of Wainger's result. 
First, we replace in the assertion of the remark the power on the right-hand side by log Ilxll and 
adjust the multiplying constants accordingly, and then prove the assertion separately. Moreover, 
to show that the remainder is an infinitely smooth function, we need to reinspeet he proof of 
Theorem 4a on p. 32, from where Theorem 7 and the subsequent remark are derived via Poisson 
summation formula [18, p. 252]). Indeed, we find on p. 34f that the remainder in question is, for 
k - n and f - 0 in our case, simple. Namely, the part of the remainder that is treated in 1.64 of 
Wainger's work is 
fl xll_l(llxllt)l-'~/2~J~/2_l(2zctllxll)dt = 81-n/21Jn/2_l(27cs) ds , 
which is constant. We also have to address 1. 63. This is, recalling the fact that the support of 
Wainger's function ~¢, is inside the complement of the unit ball, a constant multiple of 
/ll~l[ 1 1 f 7r n/2-1 1 ) T at, 
which is also constant, plus several infinitely smooth expressions. With this simple amendment 
to Wainger's results, Lcmma 4 is settled. | 
Thus, in order to analyse the order of decay of the Fourier coefficients aj, let us consider for 
example that part of the series (3.7) which contains the coefficients with index with negative first 
component the other part treated analogously in [6]. For negative j l ,  this is the series 
--jlEI~ jlEZ .... (j21 _~_ I]jl]]2) n/Q 
(Yl, y,)T E 'IF n*. (3.8) 
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Now we replace j l  by - j l  and therefore are summing Jl over N. By the Poisson summation 
formula [18, p. 252], (3.8) becomes 
d(y) := ~ # j,dNE kldZ n-lE e-iyiJl!e-Jllly'+2~rk'H,jl (yl, y/) T E T r'*. (3.9) 
Here we appeal to the Fourier transform of 
(y2 __ Ilytll2) -n/2 , y! e R n-l, Yl ~ O, (3.10) 
with respect o all but the first variable, which is 
2 nTr n/2 
_ _  e-YlllY II (3.11) 
ylr((1/2)n) 
(see [18, p. 6]), and, incidentally, we shall require the inverse Fourier transform of (3.11) which 
is of course (3.10) very soon below. We get 
# 
d (y) = ~ E log (1 exp (iyl - Ily' + 27rkll)) -1 .  
kEZn-1 
The defining series d converges absolutely, as its majorant, a sum of constant multiples of 
exp(- l ly '  + 2~kll ), y' c R "~-1, does. Taking exponentials, exp( -d)  is 
exp ( -d  (yl,  y ' ) )  = l - I  (1 - exp (iyl - Ily' + 27rkllD) " /2 .  
kCZ,~-I 
We observe that exp(-d( . ,  y')) is infinitely smooth with respect to the f irst variable. The decay 
with respect to the first index is as a consequence of this O((1 - j l ) -~- ' -e ' ) ,  J l  --* -oc ,  by a 
standard argument using integration by parts with respect o the first component, since this rate 
was the "worst" (slowest) rate of decay obeyed by the coefficients of any of the other formerly 
appearing factors. After all, all terms that have been ignored would give no slower decay of the 
Fomier coefficients. 
Since the Fourier coefficients ~ are treated symmetrically, and their summabil ity now follows 
trivially, Lemma 2 is proved. I 
4. THE PROOF OF 
THEOREM 1 COMPLETED 
COROLLARY 1. The factors' coef~cient sequences (s~) j  are such that 
IS=lSI × ((14-jl)~+iv+n[lj'][ n) , j = ( j l , j ' )  r E Z± x Z " -1  
are in g~(Z4- x Z~- l ) .  
PaOOF. For this we observe that, as a function in y' E T ~-1, exp(-d(y~, y')) 's  Fourier coefficients 
decay at the same rate as the inverse Fourier transform of e-Ily'l l y' E ]R ~-1, since all other 
translates of exp(-lly'll) by 2re multiples of integers are infinitely smooth on T n. By a routine 
argument, this inverse Fourier transform, however, is decaying as o(lly,ii -~) with y' E R n-~ 
and Ily'll large. This settles the result as stated in the eorollary, because the decay with respect 
to the j l  has been evaluated explicitly above. | 
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COROLLARY 2. We let s~, j E Z+ x Z ~-1 be the above coefficients. Let also, forj  E Z+ x Z ~-1, 
4 Z Z + - k z+ xzn-', (4.1) - : Sk_(&,~,)T S~_j ,  
0~el<min(k l , j l  ) e 'EZ ,~-1 
= (~1, ft)T These coefficients satisfy the required summability properties of Theorem 1, ren- 
der (2.2) web defined and bounded, and provide (2.4). 
REMARK. In the special case # = v0 = 0, we have already observed that the s~ are square- 
summable since they are the Fourier coefficients of the essentially bounded exp( - f~±) .  As (4.1) 
can be expressed as a convolution (see, e.g., [10]) and because of the essential boundedness of 
exp( - f~±) ,  it then follows that the (~) k E Z+ x Z ~-1, are also square-summable. Therefore C k , 
the absolute convergence of the series 
c~)~( l l  ~ - kll) (4.2) 
kEZ+ xZ ~ 
follows in this event from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
PROOF. This corollary will also settle the theorem. Now, the decay follows from Corollary 1, 
Lemma 3, and (4.1). We show that coefficients (4.1) lead to a well-defined bounded function (2.2) 
which satisfies the Lagrange conditions. 
REMARK. According to the statement of Theorem 1, series (4.2) is not assumed to be absolutely 
convergent as a multiple series in n dimensions, but it is tr ivial that  the series 
c( / )~( l l x  - kll) (4.3) 
kl EZ+ 
is absolutely convergent according to (2.5). Incidentally, the sum over k' E Z '~-1 of (4.3) is at a 
minimum weakly convergent (cf. [6]). 
Now, let 93~(r) := 93(r)r ~ for a positive e and let a~ be the associated symbol as above, so that 
pointwise l im~0 ~3~ = ~3 and in particular 
B Ilxll"/293~(llxll) dx  < oo 
1 (o) 
for any positive s due to rn < n, so # _< 2n. That will be relevant in our computations below 
since la:~l(x)l = (_9(llxll . /2) for small argument. For establishing the well-definedness of the 
aforementioned inverse Fourier transform, we may without loss of generality set j = 0 and 
X : -  Xo- No essential differences in the argument come up for other j .  In the first place, X may 
be defined as the distr ibutional inverse Fourier transform of 
~;'(y)93(llyll), (4.4) 
because 93 is by definition a generalised function (as itself a distr ibutional Fourier transform!), 
and ~r+ 1 is a generalised function since it is even a bounded continuous functions. We now have 
to show that  the stated limit (2.2) exists and leads to a well-defined classical function. We will 
require several times from now on differences g(0) - g for any functions g (defined on IR ~ or N as 
the case may be) and therefore use the short notation g 1 for that. This is a useful if nonstandard 
abbreviation. 
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As we know from the proof of the second lemma, a+ 1 (y) divided by some nonzero continuously 
differentiable function C(.), which contains the various terms that  have been left out of the 
analysis because they do not contribute to the decay of any worse order than what we have to 
show anyway, is 
exp(d(y ) )  = H(y)(exp 1 (- iyl  -Ily'll)) "/2 , y = (y l ,y ' )  T E V '~. (4.5) 
In this event, H must have the form of a product 
H (y) = H (1 - exp (- iyl  - ][y' ÷ 27rk'11)) "/2 , y E V '~, 
k, EZ,~-t* 
which is infinitely often continuously differentiable on 7i "*~. Consider now the inverse Fourier 
transform of the following: 
{H(y) (exp 1 (- iyl  -Ily'll)) "/2 - o (y)H (0)(iyl ÷ Ily'll) "/~ } ~ (flyll), y e R n, (4.6) 
where we recall the use of the cut-off function 6. Outside any ball of positive radius about the 
origin, this is clearly absolutely integrable in n dimensions by virtue of Requirement A. 
We consider it inside balls of radius 7?. For sufficiently small r~ > 0, we may bound the term in 
parentheses in (4.6) by a fixed constant multiple of the sum of the following two expressions: 
H(y)( (expl ( - iy l - l ly ' l [ ) ) " /2 - ( im+I ly ' t [ )  w2) <lH(y)  liyl+llY'[I]~l, yeBs(0) ,  
plus, employing the continuous differentiability of H and the standard notat ion for the gradient, 
(iyl + Ily'l[) "/2 IH(y) - p(yDH(0)I _< I[VHllo~,B,(o)llyll "/2+1, y ~ B,~(o). 
Therefore, according to (A2), the difference (4.6) is absolutely integrable and its inverse Fourier 
transform uniformly bounded so long as # _< 2n < 2n + 2. By the same token, each of the 
integrals in (2.2) for e > 0 is absolutely convergent. 
Now, in order to show that (2.2) is well defined we are re-expressing 
1 lira ~ ei:~'Y@E ([[y[[) ~+1 (y) dy 
x(x) -  (2~)n ~0 ,, 
0<¢<g 
as a sum of l imits and integrals, only the last of which actually depends on e, that  is 
1 ~n ' ^ e '~ ~ (llyll) @T- ~ (Y) - C (y) ~ (y) (iy, + Ily'll)"/~j dy (2~) ~ 
1 ~ e ~~ @(ilYlI) -IlYlI-") C(y)~(y)(iy~ + IlY'lI) ~/2 dy 
+ ,-x---,.-~,.n lim e i*y Ilyll ~-" c (y) ~ (y) (iy~ + Ily'll/v2 dy. 
In the display above, all except the right-most one, all integrals are well defined as the classical 
inverse Fourier transforms of absolutely integrabIe arguments which is why we could dispense 
with the limits over z. Further, the right-most one is the distr ibutional inverse Fourier transform 
of Ilyll-"C(y)o(y)(iy~ + Ily'll) ./2. For/~ < 2n, all is well and this distr ibutional inverse Fourier 
transform is actually a classical one of an absolutely integrable function, and it is bounded. 
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Hence we now consider for # = 2n the distributional inverse Fourier transform of 
C (Y) Q(Y) (iU~ + IlY'll) '~ IlYl1-2'~. 
Next we observe that the classical inverse Fourier transform of 
( -C  1 (y)) co(Y)( iyl  + i ly ' l l )  n liyl[ -2n 
is well defined. As a consequence we only consider the distributional inverse Fourier transform h 
for p = 2n of 
(iy~ + I l y ' l ] )  '~ I l y l l  -n  . 
(The multiplication with the cut-off unction may be left out since it does not affect the asymptotic 
behaviour.) In order to proceed we require the following. 
LEMMA 5. The d ist r ibut ional  inverse Four ier  t ransform for # - 2n o f  
(iyl -t-IlY'll) r~ (iyl + IlY'll) "/2 
II ll 
is a constant  mul t ip le  o f  
1 
~ i lx l l  n -  
PROOF. This is explicitly computed as follows: it is, for xl _> 0, the distributional Fourier 
transform (all integrals and Fourier transforms below in this proof are from now on understood 
to be in the sense of tempered istributions) 
j~ . . . .  1 
I ( x )  := ,, e ..... vl e . . . .  Y (IlY'II - i y l )  n dy 
1 9f ~ . . . . .  1 Rn_l ' _ (-- i)  n ~ e - ,Z ly ]e  ,x .y e-X~NY II __y~ dy, x C R+ x 
by a linear change of variables. However, the distributional Fourier transform of yl ~ for any real 
is a multiple of x~ -~-1 according to Jones [11, p. 529]. Inserting that into I ( x )  we arrive at a 
multiple of 




xl iix]l, ~, x ¢ 0, 
recalling that x = (xl,x~) T I 
As the expression of Lemma 5 is well defined and continuous except at zero, this finally gives 
the Cauchy principal value of the integral in the definition of the Lagrange function, see [11, 
p. 102], because the remaining part provides absolutely integrable integrands, and the inverse 
distributional Fourier transform in question now has to be added; for x = 0, we set Xo(0) := 1 
as a continuous extension, recalling that 0 denotes a vector with zero entries. In particular, 
Xj c L°~(R+ x R'~-~). 
We address the Lagrange conditions using arguments as in [9] and [10]: consider for any 
j, m E Z+ x Z **-1, the expression for Xj as the inverse Fourier transform evaluated at m and 
recall that ~(x)  --- ~dilxl l)  
1 lim fv e' .... ~(llx]-'-~ ) ~ '  ~ ~ +- - ,x -k  Sk_eSe_ je  dx 
0<s<g kCZ+×Z n- l  0~fl~min(kl , j l )  g'EZ ~ 1 
_ (27r) '*1 ~--,olim f~,, eim'~a~(x)~r+l(x) ~ Z se_je- -i~.e dx,  
o<z<g o<_g~<_j~ g,6z ~-~ 
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where it is important hat  O'sO'+ 1 6 L1("2 ~) for all positive ~. Therefore we may continue by 
observing that this is the same as 
lira e . . . .  E E - - ' " '  S£_j e dx (27r) '~ ~o -, 
O<e<g O<gl<jl g'GZ "~ 1 
__ (2~r) nl a---+01inl f~,~ ei(m-j)'x(Te(X)o';l(x) E E 8 ;e - iXgdx  
0<e<g o<_gl+jl<<_jl g'6z ~-1 
-- (27r) n ~--,01im ~ ei(m-J)'~cre(x)a+ l(x) cr2-1(x)- ~ Z s[e-iX'e dx. 
0<s<g gl>0 or el<--j l g'CZ n-1 
Appealing to lim E-~0 aea+ 1~--1 = 1, we observe that this equals 
0<e<g 
1 liI l~ ~ ei(m--J)'xGe(X)o'~l(2g) E E s [e  -ix'~ dx 5mj 
m~,_~n e 0 o 
O<e<g g'6Z ~-I  ga>O or £I<--JI 
1 lim /T ei("-J)'xa~(x)~r+l(x) E E s;e-i~edx=~mJ" 
= d,,j (27r)n ~-~o 
O<e<g g'6Z ~ ~ Q<- J l  
We have used here that s e = 0 for all positive gt anyhow. We have also used that 
lim f~ e~( '~- J -e )x~e(x)~+t(x )dx=O 
~0 ,~ 
0<~<g 
if ml -g l  - j ]  > 0. This is because the only remaining nonzero Fourier coefficients of O-(7~_ 1 must 
have nonpositive indices. Corollary 2 and the theorem are proved. | 
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